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Scientific workflows

Means for preserving scientific methods

» Explicit description of computational methods

» Coordinated execution of computational

resources

» Provenance trails

» Repeatable, comparable

» Increasingly adopted in experimental science

Workflows as means to describe, re-run and reuse scientific methods
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Diagnosis, Prevention, and Repair

Workflow decay

Not only the lack of transparency in the methods makes results 

irreproducible and not reusable. Eventually workflows just break
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Why workflows break

Workflow decay

» Tested ~100 Taverna workflows in 

myExperiment between 2007 and 

2012

» Main domains included Genomics and 

Astronomy

» 75% failed to execute or produce the 

same results

» 91% in the case of older workflows 

» Four main causes of decay

› Volatile third party resources

› Insufficient metadata

› Sample input or output data not 

provided

› Insufficient execution environment

J. Zhao, J.M. Gómez-Pérez, et al. Why Workflows Break - Understanding and Combating Decay in Taverna Workflows. In 

the proceedings of the IEEE eScience Conference (eScience 2012), IEEE CS, Chicago, USA, 2012.
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Research Objects

Dealing with decay

» Carriers of Research Context

» Uniquely identifiable and referentiable

» Metadata 
› Annotations, Manifests, Recipes, 

Permissions, Discourse  

› Provenance

» Lifecycle 
› Evolution, versioning

» Mixed Stewardship
› Distributed, dispersed, local and 

external, 3rd party tenancy, 
heterogeneous

› Decay

› Graceful Degradation

Datasets

Results

Scientists

Hypothesis 

Experiments

Annotations

Provenance

Electronic 

paper

Research Object

RO Primer: http://wf4ever.github.com/ro-primer

RO specification: http://wf4ever.github.com/ro
OAI-ORE PROV-O
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Checklists

Measuring decay

» Well-established tool for guiding 

practices to ensure safety, quality, 

and consistency in scientific 

communities

» Checklists allow assessing a 

research object is complete wrt. 

the sufficient information for 

running the workflow and replicate 

its results

» MINIM

» Represents the requirements an 

RO must, should or may satisfy

» Reusable checklists

Aggregating info as ROs is not enough. Need to ensure it keeps fit for a purpose

MINIM model

MINIM based on Gamble et al.’s MiM model
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But history is important for reuse…

…to understand how you got here… …and try to see what may be next…
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Bob & Alice: A science love story?

History and reliability

Calculation of distances, magnitutes and luminosities using HyperLEDA

(http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/2560.html)

Hey, I can use this

stuff!

The workflow broke due to changes in the input data format 

when adopting VO standards for data querying. As a 

consequence a script using this dataset for calculating 

derived properties also broke

Bob's institution forgot renewing the domain and a web service 

was down during two days. Same with the input data, hosted in 

the same institution. Bob now using his own input dataset

Recent replacement of networking infrastructure (optic fiber and 

routers) caused connectivity glitches in the same institution

Data provider modified the output format of the responses from 

HTML to VOTable format to be VO compliant and achieve 

interoperability. This caused one of the scripts to fail

Not reliable at all… I 

can’t reuse this 
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Three main metrics

»Completeness

»Stability

»Reliability

How many of the 

requirements in the 

checklist are satisfied 

by the workflow at a 

given point in time?

To what extent?
Are changes frequent 

over the life of the 

workflow? 

Were those changes positive or 

negative?

Does the workflow preserve its 

properties over time?

Is it safe to reuse the workflow?
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Quantifying reliability

Measuring decay (looking at historical information)

𝑪𝒐𝒎𝒑𝒍𝒆𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒆 𝑹𝑶,𝒕

= 𝑓 𝑅𝑂 𝑡 , 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠, 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒

= 𝛼
𝑛𝑆𝑅𝑒𝑞 𝑅𝑂 𝑡 ,𝑚𝑢𝑠𝑡

𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑞 𝑅𝑂(𝑡),𝑚𝑢𝑠𝑡

+ 1 − 𝛼
𝑛𝑆𝑅𝑒𝑞 𝑅𝑂 𝑡 , 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑

𝑛𝑅𝑒𝑞 𝑅𝑂(𝑡), 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑑
∈ 0,1

𝑺𝒕𝒂𝒃𝒊𝒍𝒊𝒕𝒚𝒔𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒆(𝑹𝑶,𝒕)
= 1 − 𝑠𝑡𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑅𝑂, ∆𝑡

∈ 0.5,1
𝑹𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒂𝒃𝒊𝒍𝒊𝒕𝒚𝒔𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒆(𝑹𝑶,𝒕)

= 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑅𝑂,𝑡

x 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑅𝑂,𝑡)
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Reliability over time (completeness x stabiity)

Visually

» Stability introduces an upper bound for reliability

» Reliability converges to 1 when an RO is stable and complete

» Empirically useful for assessing potential reuse
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The RO monitoring tool

Monitoring decayhttp://sandbox.wf4ever-project.org/portal

http://sandbox.wf4ever-project.org/rodl/ROs/Pack387
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Evaluation settings

Evaluation

» Based on previous analysis of workflow decay

› The probability of decay increases with time

› 1 yr old: 50%, 5 yr. Old: 91%

» Model simulates the evolution of 100 worfklows

for one year

» Two main groups of workflows

› G1: Can be executed and well maintained

› G3: Cannot be executed and unlikely to be fixed

› Plus, G2: Currently run but not maintained

» In time, workflows move bw. the groups

» Initial vs. final distribution of workflow population

› G1: (40, 7), G2: (20, 0), G3: (40, 93)

A notion of the history and evolution of workflow decay allows scientists for

more effective and accurate decisions on workflow reuse
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The scientists

Evaluation

Evaluation

team

comprised of 9 

astronomers

from IAA-CSIC

http://www.iaa.es
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User input

Evaluation

» Two questions formulated on day 274

» Answers first based only on the

completeness score and then using the

reliability score and the RO monitoring tool

» Focus on the scores. No inspection of the

workflows

» Reliability information improved 72% of Q1 

answers and 76% in the case of Q2

» More realistic expectations on workflow

reuse (32% vs. 38%)

Q1: Would you reuse

this workflow for your

own experiments

today?

Q2: Would you use it

in three months from

now?
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Take home message

Lessons learnt

» In general, experimental resources are 

highly volatile

› Mixed stewardship

› Decay! Usually from 3rd party 

resources 

» Research Objects

› A little semantics goes a long way, 

once more

» Effective reuse requires looking at the 

present but also at the past

» Quality is important for reuse. So is 

the capability to find relevant stuff

» From the lab to the Web
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The Wf4Ever sandbox

Software available

http://sandbox.wf4ever-project.orghttp://www.wf4ever-project.org
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Dr. José Manuel Gómez-Pérez

Director R&D

jmgomez@isoco.com

T +34 913 349 797

Thank you for 

your attention!

Barcelona

Tel +34 935 677 200

Edificio Testa  A

C/ Alcalde Barnils, 64-68 

St. Cugat del Vallès

08174 Barcelona

Madrid

Tel +34 913 349 797

Av. del Partenón, 16-18, 1º7ª

Campo de las Naciones

28042  Madrid

Valencia

Tel +34 963 467 143

Oficina 107

C/ Prof. Beltrán Báguena, 4

46009 Valencia

Pamplona

Tel +34 948 102 408

Parque Tomás 

Caballero, 2, 6º4ª

31006 Pamplona

Questions?

Thank you!

http://www.wf4ever-project.org

http://www.isoco.com


